
INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES BY  AUTHOR, Andrew Griffiths 



“You know you are alive when you surprise yourself by doing 
the things you (and others) never thought you could”



“Choose your attitude early and it will guide you 
till late”



“To have great empathy one needs great humility”



“The more excuses you can find for not taking control of 
your life the more important it is that you do”



“Knowing what is right or wrong is one thing. Doing what is 
right or wrong is a whole other thing”



“Before you judge others be prepared to stand in 
front of a crowd of people naked”



“Look around you.  Are you soaring with eagles or 
gobbling with turkeys?”



“Success mirrors success. All you have to do is 
find the right reflection”



“To give respect is mandatory.  To keep respect 
is a privilege”



“Passion creates energy.  Energy creates passion”



“The more time we spend living yesterday the less time 
we have for living today”



“It’s better to dream in colour than to live in black and white”



“We know so much instinctively, but sadly too many of 
us have simply forgotten how to listen”



“Life is like a wonderful book.  To really enjoy it you 
need to read all of the chapters”



“Nature is life … without all the thinking”



“What may appear like a life-ending experience today, may 
prove to be a life-making event tomorrow”



“ The less you have of anything the more it means 
when you give it away”



“ Sometimes we have to say a whole lot less to actually 
say a whole lot more”



“Figuring out what you want out of life becomes so much easier 
when you know what you don’t want”



“Never underestimate the difference you can make to others and 
the difference it will make to you in doing so”



“If you live your life worrying about swallowing a fly 
you will never open your mouth”



“Problems are like diets.  The longer you put them off 
the more you have to lose”



“Never let the opportunity to make a good decision slip by”



“Emotions are like food.  Live on the wrong ones and 
your life will be shorter”



“Thank goodness being miserable is such hard work.  It 
sure makes having fun so much easier”



“Imagine how you will feel if it is too late”



“Instead of reading the book why not try writing the book”



“Taking responsibility is not a spectator sport”



“If we don’t do the things we love, we simply stop loving”



“We should learn to celebrate the smallest of things, 
like the opening of an envelope”



“When you love life it loves you right back”



“Life was never meant to be perfect – it  was meant 
to be lived”



“Comparing yourself to others always leaves you feeling short”



“Walls keep more things in than they keep out”



“Our script for life is written in pencil not carved in stone”



“We all talk the talk, but the richest of lives are led by people 
who can walk the walk”




